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A an announcement of the publication of Randomnicity, and reading its description in January 2009, I immediately requested that our library purchase a copy. Th en I was pleased to receive, and eager to accept, the invitation to review it for Vadose Zone Journal. Th e experience reminded me of fi rst hearing about Mandelbrot's (1982) book Th e Fractal Geometry of Nature in a geostatistics newsletter in 1986-I bought the book and my life was never the same-or when James Gleick's (1987) book Chaos came into my hands and I read it in a single sitting.
Randomnicity features a Jackson Pollock painting on its cover. It is relatively thin and the chapters are short, which makes it less daunting and more suitable for the style of reading I usually fi nd myself confi ned to now-short bursts while waiting for something else. Although some of the fi gures are quite attractive, many are rudimentary and not well prepared. Th e language is sometimes a bit nonstandard in my opinion, and I found this slightly distracting; I was yearning for commas. Although authors have license, I'm not convinced that randomnicity is a word; randomicity is in Wiktionary (http://www.wiktionary.org) and in the current online version of the Oxford English Dictionary (http://www. oed.com/), but the book's title is not.
Th e preface to Randomnicity makes wonderful reading by describing the apparent paradox between the philosophical determinism and randomness, and how humans use chance to allow "God's will" to reign. And this seems to constitute a central theme of the book: it is the interaction between rules and randomness that characterizes everything we see.
I learned many interesting things about randomness. For example, did you know that there is a closed-form analytical expression (in base 16) for the digits of the irrational number π, which appear to be a random series? Th e notion of classifying diff erent sources of randomness was also new to me. Wolfram (2002) described a cellular automaton (Rule 30) that he suggested was better than any other random number generator. Yet this is rule-based and therefore, like the digits of π, cannot be truly random. Tsonis argues that if the rules cannot be discerned (e.g., by throwing away everything but the time evolution of the central cell of the automaton), then we have a type of randomness "of the fi rst kind." Randomness of the second kind is popularly known as the "Butterfl y Eff ect, " "chaos, " or "sensitive dependence on initial conditions" and is well illustrated in Randomnicity with a logistic equation example that is easy to try. Th e same mechanism is at work in the fi nite precision of computer calculations applied to nonlinear equations; once the computer approximates a number by truncation, the outcome will diverge from the outcome that infi nite precision would predict, and that the real system displays: long-term weather forecasting is therefore doomed for the foreseeable future. Finally, randomness of the third kind is denoted as stochastic and is attributed to the interactions of many systems with the observed system. Tsonis uses the immediately obvious example of your routine trip from home to a destination-the workplace, for instance. Surely the time the trip takes is a random variable as a result of myriad factors. As with the idea of infi nite precision, Tsonis nicely ties in the importance of an infi nite number of interacting systems for true randomness here by referring back to the humble cellular automaton: truncated automata eventually become periodic.
In many respects, the book seems to be a compendium of current thinking on topics that I have been exposed to elsewhere: fractals, cellular automata, chaos from nonlinear equations, particle-wave duality of light, thermodynamics, state spaces, and so on. Th e author makes a good attempt to generally explain these things in the simplest possible terms, and I expect that will be helpful for the uninitiated. Sometimes that eff ort goes too far in my opinion. However, for a less-scientifi c readership, topics like the most basic probability distributions may need explanation, and it is true that the book's explanations are concise. Th e claims are sometimes a bit exaggerated for my taste: for example, while I believe fractal geometry is a powerful tool for characterizing nature, I also believe that it is probably an overstatement to say that documentation of fractal properties in a broad range of sciences makes "fractal geometry a fundamental property of nature" (p. 117).
Th ere are some minor errors that should be corrected in any future printings. For example, there was at least one glaring misspelling in the text. In one instance, there was no reference to a fi gure on a subsequent page that would have helped, and an abbreviation appeared in an appendix footnote before being defi ned in the text. And remember that equation for predicting the digits of π? Going back to the original sources suggests that it may be incorrect in Randomnicity.
So what is the relevance of this book to the vadose zone? A quick search indicates that Vadose Zone Journal has published about 60 book reviews, yet Randomnicity seems to lie well outside the character of the typically reviewed book. It is more of a popularization, and it is written by an atmospheric scientist; I am fairly confi dent that soil or unsaturated are never mentioned. I think we all agree that the vadose zone, and the critical processes that take place there, are a complex amalgam of "rules" and randomness, and we realize that signifi cant nonlinearities arise in our mathematical descriptions of vadose zone hydrology. Our models are subject to truncation errors and are highly sensitive to initial conditions. Plus, we deal with stochastic inputs. So there should be something here for us. Th ere is a substantial and growing body of vadose zone literature trying-with varying degrees of success-to apply the concepts presented in Randomnicity. My sense is that we still have a long way to go.
Randomnicity is like a romp through modern views of nature and our descriptions of it; the book attempts-perhaps for one of the fi rst times-to tie many of these things together into a coherent package. Th is is a noble aim, and Tsonis is to be commended for taking a stab at it. It is also a very diffi cult challenge, and the connections and conclusions sometimes seem a bit strained; the author oft en reminds us of the conclusions we were supposed to have drawn.
Overall, my great anticipation was not fully rewarded. Despite this, I am happy to have a copy of the book and will share it with students and friends. I recommend reading it to those who want a quick introduction to ideas about randomness and those whose exposure to these ideas has been piecemeal, as mine was. Th e book may spark the imaginations of readers and advance our science through innovative application of the concepts. Someone might just fi nd life-changing inspiration.
